
AUDIO PERVERT
Audio  Pervert  (Samrat  B)  is  a  Musician,  Producer,  
DJ,  Curator  and  Writer  based  in  Valencia,  Spain.  

He  is  connected  in  myriad  ways  with  global  music  
culture  for  almost  18  years.  Born  in  New  Delhi  

India,  Samrat   has  spent  his  20 's  and  30 's  creating  
music  with  indie -bands,  collectives,  singers  and  
DJs  + Production  for  Bollywood  and  TV  media.  

Music,  Film  and  Interactive  media  work  with  a  host  
of  institutions  in  India,  China,  Germany,  Norway  

and  Switzerland.  " In  love"  with  
synthesizers,  sound  machines  and  the  emerging  
world  of  techno  and  l ive  electronic  music.  As  an  
identity  practicing  synthesis,  rhythm  and  sonic  

diversity.  The  future  is  'synthesis '

"Exploring digital technology and making 
electronic music for me, is a way of life. Objective 
is to connect and empower artists from India 
and across the world "

Valencia  +34 612282966 

audioperv@gmail.com 

audiopervert.blogspot.com 

COMPLETE PROFILE [2000-2019]
'EXTINCTION'  New ALBUM

As an artist and human being I am dedicated to music, equality, feminism and climate justice. Humanity is one race , with only one earth.
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FESTIVALS AND CONCERTS  
MELA  FESTIVAL  OSLO  2018  

NAMASTE  STOCKHOLM  2017  
SIREN  FESTIVAL  ITALY  2017  

SAKIFO  LA  REUNION  2013  /  2014  
STORM  FESTIVAL  SHANGHAI  2014  

DONG  DONG  FESTIVAL  BEIJING  2014  
MAGNETIC  FIELDS  INDIA  2013  

ZERO  FESTIVAL  INDIA  2012  /  2013  
XCHANGE  FESTIVAL  INDIA  2012  /  2013  

 
GENEVA  -  ZURICH  -  FRIBORG  -  LEON  -  
ORLEANS  -  AGEN  -  NIORT  -  COLOGNE  -  

BERLIN  -  BOLOGNA  -  VILNIUS  -  BRUSSELS  -  
NEW  DELHI  -  MUMBAI  -  KOLKATA  -  GOA  -  

BANGALORE  -  JAIPUR  -  CHENNAI  -  
ANDAMAN  NICOBAR  -  COCHIN  -  WUHAN  -  
SHANGHAI  -  STOCKHOLM  -  VALENCIA  -  
BARCELONA  -  SAGUNTO  -  ALMERIA  -  
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2019 Synthfarm : India’s leading residency for synthesis, modular sound,  electronic music 

production and synth-making. Indian talent, emerging artists, women producers and 

nativity being the focus of this international effort (co-funded, curated and managed in 

India, Switzerland and Spain). Synthfarm is built on ‘inclusive and community’ ethics, 

committed to awareness, empowerment and knowledge sharing in the field of electronic 

music.  2016 The Bombay Black Hole  is a culmination of musicians and producers from 

Mumbai into an album, videos, concerts and remixes. Downloaded more than 240k from 

various websites, blogs & public domain since 2015. 100% indie in origin, Bombay Black 

has been the buzzword for underground music lovers in India since 1999. 'Boing Boing' 

struck 157,000 hits as the first video splash online. 2015 Core is the latest electronic music 

network hatched by Pol, Da Saz and Audio Pervert between India, Spain and Switzerland. 

A peer-to-peer connection between India and Switzerland fostering independent artists. 

Real Networks and Core co-funded 3 tours in India (2015/16/17) and 4 showcases at 

'Ondulor' Geneva, ART' Basel and Lausanne.  2013 S.I.M.A (Sino Indian Music Alliance) 

Created by Josh Feola and Audio Pervert - is the first Indo-Chinese electronic music 

connection and exchange. SIMA achieved 6 totally new cultural exchanges between India 

and China. China tour of Teddy Boy Kill . China showcase of Hashback Hashish and Lifafa. 

2015 DeadJ toured  In India. Josh Feola has written extensively about Indian electronica 

in China. Oscillate : Module 1 and 2 Compilations  features 14 producers from India and 

China merging diverse sensibilities in techno, electro and ambient music.  
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